Art for Everyone
In last week's newsletter, we shared resources for supporting local artists and
art. Thanks to the positive feedback, we wanted to send some more of our
favorite resources. This week, we're focusing on our favorite creative resources
and ideas for kids and families at home together.

Open Culture - K-12th Grade
Open Culture curates free cultural and education material. This collection
provides a list of free educational resources for K-12 students (kindergarten
through high school students) and their parents and teachers.
This link connects to over 200 free kids educational resources, including free
video lessons/tutorials; free mobile apps; free audiobooks, ebooks and
textbooks; quality YouTube channels; free foreign language lessons; test prep
materials; and free web resources in academic subjects like literature, history,
science and computing.

VISIT SITE

New York Times Resources K-5th Grade
Like many papers, the New York Times is currently providing its articles for
free. They have been gathering resources and ideas for homeschooling during
COVID-19, including activities for students, homeschooling tips, and lesson
plans.

Are you a word search extraordinaire? Test your skills with our new word search
of 21 theater terms! Please feel free to click below for a PDF that you can print
and share!

Get the PDF Here
Vi Hart and Khan Academy
Many assume that the worlds of art and mathematics are at odds, and we think
that's too bad! In her videos on Khan Academy, Vi Hart seamlessly blends those
two worlds to capture the abstract. You can find a playlist of her videos on
Khan Academy, a site which provides hundreds of helpful advice on a variety of

subjects.

Doodling in Math Class: Infinity Elephants by
Vi Hart on YouTube

Readings from LeVar Burton and Patrick
Stewart - All Ages
Looking for a poem or story to assuage the stuck-at-home blues? Turn to the
professionals! LeVar Burton (Reading Rainbow, Star Trek: TNG) and Patrick
Stewart (X-Men, Star Trek: TNG) have been publishing daily readings on
Twitter.
LeVar Burton's Twitter
Sir Patrick Stewart's Twitter

Did you find this information helpful? Do you have a recommendation for us to
include in next week's letter? Please reach out to us at
info@openspacevashon.com to let us know what you're thinking... we're here to
help!

Don't Miss out on these Online Classes
Current Online Instructors Include:

HERE Yoga with Ronly Blau
Pilates and Aerial Conditioning with Esther Edelman

SEE CLASSES

GiveBIG is Almost
Here!
We have some big plans to
support artists and craftspeople
this spring, but we'll need your
help!
Please consider supporting us
during this year's GiveBIG
Washington event. We are able
to accept donations beginning
April 15th, so please stop by our page.

LEARN MORE

#FlashbackFriday
Where does the time go? Pictured below is a class from the UMO school
clowning around with teachers Mik Kuhlman and UMO School founder Kajsa
Ingamassen in 2012.
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